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General Comment

I am a Certified Radiological Equipment Specialist through the International Certification Commission in 
Washington , D.C. 1990.
In approximately 1995, I worked for the Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Salisbury, NC. 
While I was on a Leave of Absence, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission visited the medical center to inspect 
the nuclear medicine imaging department. The inspector asked the imaging technologist for her records on 
wipe testing the cobalt sealed source. She did not have any records and called engineering. My supervisor 
took a copy of my records which were preventative maintenance checks on the wipe test counter, (the test 
meter that measures the wipe test sponge) and the inspector accepted these records to complete the inspection.
Now, in reality, the nuclear medicine technologist was not aware that she needed to keep any records on a 
cobalt sealed source wipe test. She may have been doing the wipe test, but not recording the results, we don't 
know.
My job was to test the wipe test counter, which measured the radioactivity of the sponge used to wipe the 
sealed cobalt source around it's surface.
So, as a result of this experience, it is my belief that the radiologist in charge of the nuclear medicine 
operation should have to answer the question:
4. Do you supervise the wipe test of any sealed sources in your posession?
Or something like that.
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